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SECOND TIME’S THE HARM
REPEATED LOCKDOWNS RISK TURNING A TEMPORARY DOWNTURN
INTO AN ONGOING DEPRESSION
By Peter St. Onge, with the collaboration of Maria Lily Shaw

The Quebec government has announced stricter lockdown rules before the holidays. Yet repeated lockdowns,
even when partial, may be converting a temporary crisis
akin to a natural disaster into an ongoing depression for
the small and medium-sized businesses that employ
nearly 90% of Canadians who work in the private sector.1
Research on actual natural disasters and on temporary
tax changes suggest that the simple act of extending the
duration or frequency of a threat can dramatically magnify its impact, potentially ballooning to many times
higher in the long run.
On October 26, Quebec extended its new “partial” lockdowns another four weeks,2 as the original “next few
weeks”3 of restrictions now stretch into eight months and
counting. Unfortunately, the carnage for small business,
and for the jobs they sustain, is anything but partial. 

THE DAMAGE SO FAR

The first COVID-19 lockdowns have already been economically devastating to Canadians, leading to unemployment peaking at 13.7%,4 the highest level since the
Great Depression. What’s more, economic analysis suggests that continuing or repeat lockdowns, even if
milder, could paradoxically cause greater harm. This is
because a one-time lockdown destroys wealth, to be
sure, but leaves economic incentives largely intact. In
contrast, recurring lockdowns, even if partial, risk causing permanent harm in particular to small businesses
which now must take into account an ongoing risk of
catastrophe. As discussed below, a wide economic literature on natural disasters and tax changes suggests that
permanence alone can dramatically increase the
destruction, even if ongoing lockdowns are only partial.

Even before these current partial lockdowns were
extended, small business in Canada was already on a
knife’s edge. Dan Kelly, president of the Canadian
Federation of Independent Business (CFIB), recently
released a survey that found that eight in ten small
businesses in Canada are specifically concerned about
the second wave of lockdowns, with 56% saying they
might not survive it.5 Kelly told of receiving 60,000 calls
from worried small business owners, many even considering suicide as their small businesses collapse.6
An estimated nine in ten small businesses have experienced catastrophic falls in revenue averaging 70%, and
employee numbers have been cut in half, with one in
ten businesses laying off their entire staff. Kelly underlined that even for surviving businesses, the vast majority were losing money every day while hoping for a
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quick reopening, but that a second wave will
“burst that bubble.”
Meanwhile, Canadians more broadly are
becoming more pessimistic7 about the
economy as lockdowns drag on with little
end in sight. After rebounding somewhat,
the Bloomberg Nanos Canadian Confidence
Index, measuring financial health and economic expectations, has been declining
week by week to levels not seen since
August.8 Faced with the prospect of a
repeat lockdown, which Quebec indeed
imposed days later, Goldy Hyder, president
of the Business Council of Canada, predicted it would be “catastrophic.”9
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Source: Alan Cole, “Why Temporary Corporate Income Tax Cuts Won’t Generate Much Growth,” Tax
fabric of a city.10 Even before the pandemic,
Foundation Fiscal Fact, No. 549, June 2017, p. 4.
there were deep concerns about the decline
of commercial areas like the Rue St-Denis
corridor in Montreal11 as a result of aggressive and disimpacts than temporary changes. These decades of
criminatory tax and regulatory burdens, so ongoing
research are built on Nobel laureate Milton Friedman’s
lockdowns risk completely decimating these already
“permanent-income theory,”15 and Nobel laureate
struggling businesses. The longer lockdowns continue,
Franco Modigliani’s life-cycle theory,16 both elaborated
the greater the risk of waking up to a Montreal or
in the 1950s. This framework predicts that temporary
Quebec City or Toronto that feels like a “ghost town”
changes are “smoothed” over a longer horizon, even
for many years, with fewer restaurants, fewer arts, and
an entire lifetime, and so have a relatively small impact,
fewer retail stores.
while permanent changes have a much larger impact.17

Recurring lockdowns, even if partial,
risk causing permanent harm in
particular to small businesses.
Radio-Canada recently reported that such a slow
motion collapse is already underway in beloved Vieux
Quebec, as small businesses are being wiped out.
Already, 22 have thrown in the towel12 and many more
are likely to come. Days later, Montreal’s Time Out
doubled its tally of iconic Montreal restaurants closed
forever.13 Experts, meanwhile, warn of a coming tidal
wave of bankruptcy, both personal and small business,
as courts that have slowed down for COVID-19 finally
work through the backlog.14

THE DANGER OF EXTENDED LOCKDOWNS

The way to stop this is simple: Stop locking down small
business. There is a substantial economic literature
showing that permanent changes have far larger
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Over the ensuing 70 years, this framework has been
applied to a number of economic phenomena, from
savings and consumption to natural disasters and taxes.
For example, a 2009 paper concludes that moderate
natural disasters can actually promote long-term
growth, with floods in particular helping, earthquakes
having a mixed effect, and storms temporarily boosting
GDP, presumably from repairs.18 An earlier paper found
that natural disasters promote long-term growth by forcing an update of the capital stock,19 while a 2018
paper found positive effects when durable goods are
destroyed (cars, furniture, etc.) but negative effects
when productive capital like businesses or factories are
destroyed.20 Overall, the research finds that natural disasters of short duration have a surprisingly small effect
on economic output.
Of course, this doesn’t mean natural disasters are a
good thing, because even wrecked cars and homes
imply destroying wealth, a point lucidly made two centuries ago by Frédéric Bastiat and today known as the
“Broken Windows fallacy.”21 Still, the impact of a one-
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time event is surprisingly mild according
to the economic literature.
A second large literature exists on the
economic effects of tax changes or government payments. In sum, temporary
changes have little impact on behaviour,
other than impacting savings, while
permanent changes cause a much larger
modification in behaviour because of
their effect on incentives.22
For example, one study finds that a
permanent reduction in the corporate tax
rate yields a 39% higher growth effect
after one year than a temporary reduction, yet the difference balloons to
26-fold over a ten-year period, as the
temporary reduction actually begins to
have a negative effect compared to the
baseline scenario after a few years (see
Figure 1). Temporary reductions fail to
achieve the long-term changes in behaviour that permanent tax reductions
achieve.23
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Similarly, temporary stimulus payments,
Source: Elaine He, “The Results of Europe’s Lockdown Experiment Are In,” Bloomberg, May 20, 2020.
often sold as a way of boosting spending
during recessions or crises, widely fail to
In evaluating this harm, it is important to remember
change spending behaviour, instead passing through
that we have not begun to see the true economic fallto raise savings. In the 2001 recession, just 22% of fedout from the first lockdowns. This is partly because
eral stimulus payments in the US were spent,24 while
bankruptcy courts themselves have been all but closed
this year, just 27% of US COVID-19 federal stimulus
down during COVID-19, and partly due to relief paypayments were spent.25 In terms of GDP, another
ments that staved off bankruptcy but are not fiscally
paper found that a temporary stimulus boost of 3% of
sustainable.27 Bankruptcy experts have warned of a
annual GDP over a year reduces unemployment by just
“dramatic rise in defaults and consumer insolvencies”
1%, implying that most of the stimulus did not change
as the CERB and other relief measures end.28 Without
behaviour, but was simply saved.26
knowing the full extent of these costs, repeat lockdowns are the equivalent of taking out a second mortAn estimated nine in ten small businesses
gage without even knowing how much we still owe on
the first.
have experienced catastrophic falls in

revenue averaging 70%.

While savings are necessary for growing the economy
in the long term, these results combine with the natural disaster literature to suggest that temporary changes have a far smaller impact on behaviour than
permanent changes.
In the context of COVID-19 lockdowns, this suggests
that repeated lockdowns, even when milder than the
original, risk transforming a temporary disaster into a
much larger catastrophe. The threat of repeat lockdowns forces small businesses to shoulder permanent mitigation costs, but also to account for ongoing
catastrophic risk that could dissuade many from
opening at all.

THE DUBIOUS BENEFITS OF LOCKDOWNS

This is doubly reckless given the paucity of data on
whether lockdowns carry any benefit at all. Even the
World Health Organization long recommended against
the kinds of measures we’ve taken as not worth the
enormous cost.29 Indeed, there is mounting evidence
now that COVID-19 lockdowns have neither reduced
critical cases nor reduced deaths significantly among
US states or among European countries (see Figure 2),
simply because most social distancing was voluntary.30
Even worse, lockdowns targeted working age people
who tend to be young and at much lower risk from
COVID-19 in the first place.
In fact, a growing literature now estimates that lockdowns may actually kill more people than they save, via
iedm.org
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well-known “diseases of despair” from mass unemployment and bankruptcy, ranging from suicide to domestic
abuse to fatal drug overdose.31 We have long known
that mass unemployment and poverty kill, and we
should not lose sight of this when it comes to dealing
with COVID-19.
Because Canadians have never before imposed lockdowns on this scale, we do not yet know how bad they
will get, and we do not yet know how large that
“permanence multiplier” will be. We can say with confidence, however, based on the 70-year empirical literature and on well-established economic theory, that
repeated lockdowns, even mild ones, are likely to be
increasingly destructive each time for the small businesses making tough choices in the face of an increasingly permanent catastrophe.
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